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AB STRACT
Purpose: Low back pain is one of the most common musculoskeletal disorders, and lifting is one
of its risk factors. The activities of lumbar muscles as the main muscles involved in lifting are
important with regard to identification of the allowable limits and the injury mechanisms as well
as the motor control aspects. This study aimed to investigate the effects of the lifting speed on the
lumbar muscles activities during the lifting of the light loads by squat method.
Methods: In this study, 27 healthy men were tested using electromyography (EMG). The data
were collected from the erector spinae and the multifidus muscles. The signal processing was
performed using MATLAB software after normalization to MVC and the statistical analysis was
performed with SPSS 16.

Keywords:

Results: The muscles activities at fast, medium, and slow speeds were not significantly different
(P>0.05); however, the difference between the numerical values of muscles activities at low and
high speeds were clearly visible in the diagram. The highest activity was observed in multifidus
muscles and then in erector spinae muscles.
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Conclusion: The results indicated that the lifting speed does not have significant effect on the
activity of lumbar muscles during the lifting of light loads, but it should be noted that it can be a
risk factor in the long term for individuals who are lifting a lot of loads in a day.

L

1. Introduction

ow back pain (LBP) is a widespread problem, which is considered as one of the
most costly musculoskeletal disorders, so
that approximately 60% to 80% of people
experience this problem in their lifetime
[1]. Furthermore, other studies reported that more than

90% of adults have experienced LBP at least once in
their life [2]. Many studies have been conducted on the
lifting of loads as one of the risk factors for LBP [3-6].
Some of these biomechanical studies are towards the
lifting of loads by squat and stoop methods [7]. The results of a research on the lifting speed showed that the
increasing lifting speed rises the forces and the moment
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around L5-S1 joint [8]. Another study has also shown
that increasing the load rate and the lifting speed rises the
amount of bending moment on the lumbar spine [9]. In
another research on the effect of reducing the load rate on
the kinematic and torque parameters of lifting in the spine,
it was observed that the slight increase in load rate is compensated by the lifting speed of the trunk and there was no
difference in the load rate exerted on the spine [10].
In another study performed to evaluate the effects of 3
methods of lifting on the lumbar muscles by electromyography (EMG), it was observed that the lifting speed is
an effective factor on the differences between the lifting
methods [11]. The study of kinematic and kinetic parameters of the load lifting showed that the bending moment
increases by rising the speed and vice versa. It is also
observed that the motor control system is independent of
the variation of the load rate, but it depends on the various lifting speeds [12]. Furthermore, a previous study
revealed that the low speed lifting can be dangerous as
much as the high speed lifting [13]. In addition, the lifting speed, which is a risk factor for LBP [14-16], is one
of the important factors that can affect the electrical activity of the erector spinae muscles [17].
The importance of the lumbar muscles in lifting can
be inferred from the previous studies. This study was
conducted because little evidence exists on the lifting
the light loads by squat method using EMG. This study
aimed to evaluate the effect of lifting speed on the electrical activities of the lumbar muscles, including multifidus and erector spinae muscles in healthy individuals.

2. Materials and Methods
This was a cross-sectional study and the participants
were selected using the convenience sampling among
the available individuals in the age range of 20-30 years.
The inclusion and exclusion criteria of individuals were
observed. All 27 healthy men had no previous history of
back pain or neuromuscular problems in the lumbar region confirmed by a specialist. The selected individuals
to participate in study had the body mass index between
20 and 25 kg/m2. The inclusion criteria were all healthy
people in order to perform this study among normal and
healthy population. Exclusion criteria were having the
symptoms of low back or musculoskeletal pain. In addition, the obese individuals with subcutaneous fat, as a factor for high impedance, were excluded from the study to
obtain the data from electrodes with lowest voltage drop.
The study participation or leaving was entirely voluntary
and with the consent of the participant. This study was ap-
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Figure 1. Locations of the electrodes (1: Erector spinae, 2:
Multifidus)

proved by the Ethics Committee of Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences. A Biometrics 8-channel electromyography device was used to record the muscle activity
in the lumbar extensor and flexor muscles of the trunk.
This 8-channel EMG device was used to record the activity of the trunk extensors (erector spinae and multifidus muscles) during the lifting. After skin preparation,
which was performed with complete shaving of the location of the electrodes with a sharp blade and cleaning of
the skin with cotton and alcohol, the surface electrodes
were placed on both side of the body over the left and
right of the erector spinae and multifidus muscles.
EMG electrodes locations
The erector spinae electrode location should be placed
1 finger width medial to the line from the posterior spina
iliaca superior to the lowest point of the lower rib, at the
level of L2. The multifidus electrode location should be
placed on and aligned with a line from caudal tip posterior spina iliaca superior to the interspace between L1 and
L2 interspace at the level of L5 spinous process (about
2-3 cm from the midline).
The locations of the electrodes were determined according to SENIAM [18], which is shown in Figure 1.
In the trial protocol, the test procedure was taught to all
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participants prior to the study and they were asked to lift
a light weight with three speeds: slow, medium and fast
by squat method (kneeling down and without bending
the lower back). The weight distribution was even and
located within a simple box with average size. After collecting the data, the signal processing was carried out using MATLAB 2014. Followed by the elimination of the
noise and filtering the signal, electrical activities of the
muscles were normalized with respect to their maximum
voluntary contraction. Finally, statistical outputs were
achieved using SPSS16.

3. Results
After obtaining EMG data and signal processing, the
muscle activity level was analyzed using mean variable.
EMG outputs have different results and different interpretations. In this study on muscles activities, the mean
muscles activities was used. The mean activities of the
left and right erector spinae and the multifidus muscles
and their standard deviations are presented in Table 1.
The statistical analysis of the data was carried out using
multivariate test. The results for the left and right multifidus and erector spinae muscles were obtained according
to the variation of the lifting speed. It should be noted
that the muscle activity is the dependent variable and the
lifting speed is the independent one. The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 2.
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Since this study aimed to evaluate the effect of the
speed on the average muscles activities (low, medium
and fast), the multivariate test was applied. The statistical analyses indicated that the P value is 0.461(P>0.05)
in Hoteling’s trace so there was no significant correlation. To understand the effect of speed on each muscle,
the beta number in Table 2, which is related to the parameter estimates, should be considered (B indicate the
effect of speed on each muscle).
The lowest P value was related to the comparison between the muscle activities in the slow and fast speeds.
It should be noted that the abbreviation of the words
of “slow”, “medium”, and “fast” was shown with “S”,
“M”, and “F”, respectively.

4. Discussion
Although no significant association was seen between
the speed and muscle activity, the muscles activity levels
were higher in fast speeds compared to the slow ones
(Figure 2). The difference in values between the medium
and fast speeds was negligible. According to Houtman
et al. [14], who studied the psychological stressors and
musculoskeletal problems, the speed of working was a
risk factor for LBP and musculoskeletal problems when
this speed causes the psychological stress for the individuals. Also, it is not logical to understand the impact
of the speed level on the muscle activity because the re-

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of muscles and movement speed.
Muscle

MF r

MF l

ES r

ES l

Speed

Mean

SD

Fast

0.20308

0.080284

Medium

0.16510

0.077679

Slow

0.15439

0.082415

Fast

0.19059

0.076129

Medium

0.15507

0.076230

Slow

0.13909

0.068907

Fast

0.23384

0.098756

Medium

0.22511

0.053595

Slow

0.19817

0.086515

Fast

0.25544

0.096718

Medium

0.24975

0.068929

Slow

0.21288

0.116643

(MF: Multifidus Muscles, ES: Erector Spinae muscles, r: Right, l: Left)
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Table 2. Parameter estimates (B indicate the effect of speed on each muscle).
Dependent Variable

Parameter

B

SE

Intercept

0.154

0.018

Fast

0.049

0.026

Medium

0.011

0.026

Slow

0a

-

Intercept

0.139

0.017

Fast

0.052

0.024

Medium

0.016

0.024

Slow

0a

-

Intercept

0.198

0.019

Fast

0.036

0.027

Medium

0.027

0.027

Slow

0a

-

Intercept

0.213

0.022

Fast

0.043

0.031

Medium

0.037

0.031

Slow

0a

MF r

MF l

ES r

ES l

a: This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.

search in this field should be performed on workers who
are faced with fast working conditions for a relatively
long time similar to above-mentioned study. In the mentioned study, the mental aspect which can independently
increase the level of muscle tension and EMG in the
absence of the physical demands was studied [19-22].
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However in our study, the speed was not a psychological
demand but merely considered as a physical demand in
a laboratory setting. Hence, as it was observed, the speed
had no significant effect on the muscle activity but it had
a positive effect on increasing the muscles activity levels
based on the diagrams (Figure 2).
Natarajan studied the effect of lifting speed, i.e. the
number of lifting per minute, in laboratory scale and
observed that the speed of lifting had no effect on the
stiffness of L3-L4 disk [23] that supported the results of
the present work. However, the effect of lifting speed has
been proven to be a risk factor for LBP [24, 25]. With regard to similar studies on the lifting speed, it can be concluded that these studies had focused on the kinematic
and kinetic parameters more than EMG results [8-12].
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Figure 2. Muscles activity (mean value).
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In spite of all above-mentioned points, a few studies in
the context of lifting speed effects on the lumbar muscles
activity were conducted especially on the squat method.
Thus, it is suggested that the studies be conducted on the
health and unhealthy individuals in various skilled and
unskilled population as well as on the workers group. It
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is also recommended that motion analysis be simultaneously performed with the recording the muscles activities. This study has some limitations too. It was conducted in the laboratory which had some differences with the
real environments. In addition, attachment of the EMG
electrodes, wires and the device to the participants reduced the sense of the natural situations.
The lifting speed is effective on the muscles activities
but this effect is not significant. This result was obtained
in the lab scale, thus it is possible to observe another result in natural condition. Therefore, it is recommended
that other ergonomics aspects of the lifting, except the
lifting speed, be considered when a person performs the
lifting practice once and with light loads. However, if
the person performs frequent lifting and this is his or her
duty during a day, the lifting speed should be considered
and the loads should be lifted slowly.
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